
1 Introduction: Integrating a
Processor Expert driver
into a project

There are many reasons for adding a single Processor Expert
(PEx) driver into an application.

• Lack of time to develop drivers for the product.
• Complications involved in the module which requires

drivers
• Future plans to integrate an operating system into the

application

Whatever the reason for adding drivers to a project,
integrating PEx drivers into an application, that is not a
dedicated PEx project, can be a non-trivial task.

This application note discusses the process and techniques for
integrating a single Processor Expert driver into a “baremetal”
project. An example of such integration is also included for
reference. The example application was built and tested using
IAR 6.50.6 Embedded Workbench and targets TWR-
K60N512 tower board. The PEx driver files were created
using Processor Expert Driver Suite v10.0.2.
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2 Processor Expert basics
Before discussing how to integrate a PEx driver into an application, the users must first have a basic understanding of
Processor Expert and the files it generates. Processor Expert is a development system to create, configure, optimize, migrate,
and deliver software components which can generate source code for Freescale silicon. Users interact with a graphical
interface to configure the desired components for their project. Processor Expert is available as part of the CodeWarrior tool
suite or as an Eclipse-based plug-in feature for installation into an independent Eclipse environment.

With any Processor Expert project, there are essentially two different types of components to will deal with: CPU
components and embedded components. These two components are examined in the following subsections.

2.1 CPU components
CPU components specify the device which the project targets such as MKL25Z128VLK4, MK60N512VMD100, and
MK40X256VMD100. There can be only one active CPU component in a project. Within the CPU component, the user
configures the core oscillator, internal oscillators, interrupt settings, watchdog settings, power mode settings, and other global
settings that the project may require. MCU modules associated with the CPU component are as follows:

• Multipurpose Clock Generator (MCG)
• System Integration Module (SIM)
• Power Management Controller (PMC)
• Oscillator (OSC)
• Low-Leakage Wake-Up Unit (LLWU)
• Watchdog (WDOG) (if applicable)

NOTE
This is not an all inclusive list. Some pins or other peripherals may be configured through
the code generated by the CPU component.

2.2 Embedded components
Embedded Components comprise all of the MCU modules that are not configured by the CPU component. In general, only
the peripheral modules are included in this category. There are three different types of embedded components:

• High/low level components
• Logical Device Driver (LDD) components
• Peripheral Initialization components

This application note examines the integration of the LDD component into a project as this component is more powerful than
the peripheral initialization component and the building block of the high/low level components.

3 Processor Expert files
As discussed in Processor Expert basics, Processor Expert generates the files necessary to create an application. Therefore, it
is necessary to understand the files generated and their specific function, before knowing which files are necessary or
unnecessary to include in a project. This table presents the contents of each of the files generated by Processor Expert.
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Table 1. Processor Expert file descriptions

File Contents

CPU.c Contains standard functions that configure the CPU such as
memory, MCG, SIM

CPU.h Contains definitions, structure declarations, and function
declarations required by CPU.c.

IO_Map.h Device-specific header file that defines registers and bitmasks

PE_Const.h Defines masks for causes of reset and low-voltage detect

PE_Error.h Defines PE-specific error masks

PE_LDD.c Contains LDD-specific structure declarations and general
functions that LDDs may require.

PE_Types.h Defines standard types and macros common to LDDs

Vectors.c Defines the reset and interrupt vectors

*_PDD.c "Physical Device Driver" that contains module-specific
definitions required by the LDDs

4 General procedure for integrating a Processor Expert
driver into your project

The following steps provide a general procedure for integrating a PEx Logical Device Driver into your project. It is important
to remember that every driver may not integrate exactly the same way into every project.

NOTE
The following instructions assume the user has a basic knowledge of PEx. A more
detailed example is included for user convenience and for those that are new to Processor
Expert.

1. Create a Processor Expert project.
• Be sure to select the appropriate device when creating the project.
• It is recommended to save the PEx project in the same folder as the tool chain project (or the folder where you

plan to save the tool chain project) with a descriptive name.
2. Configure the PEx project.

• Add the desired component to the project and configure it as desired.
• As a general rule, the clock configurations should be set up exactly as they would be in your application. This is

required only if the driver being created depends on the clock configurations of the part, such as a timer or a
communications module.

3. Generate the code.
• When generating the code, do not use the automated scripts. These scripts are useful when creating a full

Processor Expert project, but can make things complicated when trying to use just one driver.
4. Add the generated code to the bare-metal project.

• The following files will be required when integrating the newly created PEx driver:
• Events.c
• Events.h
• PE_LDD.c
• PE_LDD.h
• PE_Types.h
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• <Component Name>.c
• <Component Name>.h

• The associated Physical Device Driver (PDD) header file will also need to be included in the project. For
example, if an ADC LDD was added to the project, the compiler tool that you using must be able to locate the
file ADC_PDD.h.

NOTE
The PDD files are with your PEx build, located at <PEx Root Dir>\eclipse
\ProcessorExpert\lib\Kinetis\pdd\inc.

5. Modify the driver files that have been added to the project.
• In general, include files should be included through one common include file as much as possible. This avoids

duplicated definitions of variables and constants.
• Each driver file may be slightly different. So the required include files may change slightly for each driver.
• None of the files added to the project will need to include Cpu.h, PE_Types.h, IO_Map.h, or PE_Const.h. These

files are either not needed or the information they contain should already be included in the project.
• All the functions in PE_LDD.c should all be removed except for the LDD_DeviceData definition (the driver

functions will need this definition).
• It may be necessary to add some definitions from some of the aforementioned files to the common files. These

may differ from driver to driver.

5 Example driver integration
Now consider the example of adding an I2C LDD to an example from the Kinetis K60 sample code (KINETIS512_SC.zip
package). For this example, a custom project has been created (named PEx_Drv_Int_Training) which is based on the Hello
World project from the KINETIS512_SC code package. This project already includes code specific to using the I2C_LDD
for convenience.

1. Create the Processor Expert project.
a. Choose Start > All Programs > Freescale Processor Expert > PExDrv v10.2 >eclipse, to open Processor Expert

10.2.
b. Select an empty folder for your workspace.
c. Choose File > New > Processor Expert Project.

Figure 1. New Processor Expert project creation
d. Deselect the "Use default location" option and set the Location and Project name as shown in the following figure

(your PEx project should be stored in ..\build\iar\PEx_Drv_Int_Training\PE):
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Figure 2. Storing Processor Expert project
e. Select the appropriate device in the PE device selection dialog, as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3. PEx device selection dialog
f. In the PE tool selection dialog:

• For "Start with perspective designed for" select the "Use current perspective" option.
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Figure 4. PEx tool selection dialog
g. Select IAR ARM C Compiler for the Target compiler in the PE tool chain selection dialog, as shown in the

following figure.
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Figure 5. Tool chain selection dialog
h. Click Finish.

2. Configure PEx Project to the same clock configurations the application will use. The desired clock configuration for
this application is: core frequency of 96 MHz, bus frequency of 48 MHz, and flash clock frequency of 24 MHz using a
50 MHz external clock.

a. Select the Expert visibility tab in PEx.

Figure 6. Setting Expert visibility in PEx
b. In the Component Inspector - Cpu window, select the Properties tab and enable the system oscillator and its

settings.
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Figure 7. CPU component oscillator configuration section
c. For MCG settings, select PEE mode as the MCG mode, and configure the PLL settings as shown in this figure.
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Figure 8. MCG settings in CPU component oscillator configuration section
d. Configure the System clocks in the clock configuration as shown in this figure.
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Figure 9. CPU component system clocks configuration
3. Add the I2C_LDD component to the project.

a. Right-click the I2C_LDD component and select Add to Project.
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Figure 10. PEx Component insertion
4. Configure the I2C component.

a. For this application note, the I2C component should be configured as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 11. I2C component configuration
b. Also remember to enable the "Enable" and "Disable" methods for this component.
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Figure 12. I2C component methods
5. Generate the code.

a. Now, generate the code by clicking the Generate Code button on the right-side corner of the Components
window, (as shown in the following figure), or choose Project > Generate Processor Expert Code.

Figure 13. Code generation button
6. Open the PEx_Drv_Int_Training workspace located at ...build\iar\PEx_Drv_Int_Training.
7. Select the PEx_Drv_Int_Training_k60_tower_project and select the Flash_256KB_PFLASH target.
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Figure 14. Project selection IAR IDE
8. Add the generated code to the Project.

a. Right-click the drivers folder and choose Add > Add Group.
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Figure 15. Add group selection in IAR
b. Name the group appropriately.

Figure 16. Add group dialog box in IAR
c. Right-click the folder you just created and choose Add > Add Files.
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Figure 17. Adding files in IAR
d. Point IAR to the driver files that were generated (K60_I2C.c and K60_I2C.h) located at ...build\iar

\PEx_Drv_Int_Training\PE\Generated_Code.
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Figure 18. Add Files dialog in IAR
e. Right-click the project folder and choose Add > Add Files.
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Figure 19. Adding files to the Project group in IAR
f. Point IAR to the generated code folder and select PE_LDD.c and PE_LDD.h.
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Figure 20. Add files dialog in IAR - PE_LDD files
g. Repeat steps "e" and "f" to also add Events.c and Events.h, located at build\iar\PEx_Drv_Int_Training\PE

\Sources, to the sources folder.
9. Add the paths to the Preprocessor include paths.

a. Right-click the project and select Options.
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Figure 21. Opening project options in IAR
b. A dialog will open for node "PEx_Drv_Int_Training_k60_tower". In the dialog, select the Preprocessor tab from

the C/C++ Compiler Category and add the following paths (also shown in the figure below):
• $PROJ_DIR$\PE\Generated_Code
• $PROJ_DIR$\PE\Sources
• The PDD include folder of the PEx install directory. (If you chose the default location for the PEx install,

this location will be C:\Freescale\PExDrv v10.2\eclipse\ProcessorExpert\lib\Kinetis\pdd\inc).
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Figure 22. Preprocessor tab in the project options of an IAR project
c. Click OK.

10. Modify the driver file, K60_I2C.c.
• K60_I2C.c should not include IO_Map.h, but should include common.h. Replace #include "IO_Map.h" with

"#include "common.h"" as shown in this figure.

Figure 23. K60_I2C.c includes
11. Modify the driver header file, K60_I2C.h.

• K60_I2C.h should only include common.h and PE_LDD.h. Replace all of the file inclusions (#include "<file
name here>") as shown in this figure.
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Figure 24. K60_I2C.h includes
12. Modify PE_LDD.c.

• Remove the "#include "CPU.h"" statement.
• Remove all functions except for the declaration LDD_TDeviceData *PE_LDD_DeviceDataList [1].

13. Modify PE_LDD.h.
• Replace all of the file inclusions (#include "<file name here>") with "#include "common.h"" as shown.

Figure 25. PE_LDD.h includes
14. Modify Events.c.

• Events.c should include common.h but not CPU.h. Replace #include "CPU.h" as shown in the following figure.

Figure 26. Events.c includes
• Add the following lines immediately after the header file inclusions (where the user includes are allowed):

• extern volatile bool DataTransmittedFlg;
• extern volatile bool DataReceivedFlg;

• Add to the K60_I2C_OnMasterBlockSent function "DataTransmittedFlg = TRUE;" this semaphore is used by the
provided example application to signal that data has been transmitted to the accelerometer.

• Add to the K60_I2C_OnMasterBlockReceived function "DataReceivedFlg = TRUE;" this semaphore is used by
the provided example application to signal that data has been received from the accelerometer.

15. Modify Events.h.
• Events.h should only include PE_LDD.h. Replace all of the file inclusions (#include "<file name here>") as

shown in this figure.
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Figure 27. Events.h includes
16. Modify common.h.

• common.h should include PE_Error.h and PE_Types.h. PE_Error.h defines error codes used by LDD files that
have been generated. PE_Types.h defines the constants necessary for the LDD drivers to operate. Add these
includes at line 72 as shown.

Figure 28. common.h includes
17. Modify isr.h to install the Processor Expert generated interrupt handler.

• isr.h should include common.h

Figure 29. isr.h includes
• To install the interrupt vector, redefine the appropriate vector as shown (remember to declare the ISR function).

Figure 30. Example of installing an interrupt service routine
18. a. Remove the definition of "Other basic data types"
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Figure 31. Removal of "Other basic data types" from PE_Types.h
b. Modify the "EnterCritical" and "ExitCritical" functions as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 32. Modification of EnterCritical and ExitCritical functions in PE_Types.h

6 Conclusion
In this application note, a general procedure is outlined for integrating a single Processor Expert Driver into an existing non-
Processor Expert project. A specific example of such an integration is also discussed using the Freescale sample code. The
general procedure is as follows.

1. Create a Processor Expert project.
2. Configure the PEx project as your project will be setup (this is a good general practice but will be required if your

driver is a time-dependent module, such as a timer or communications module).
3. Generate the code.
4. Add the generated code to the project (typically you only need to add Events.c, Events.h, PE_LDD.c, PE_LDD.h,

<Component Name>.c, and <Component Name>.h) and the PDD files.
5. Modify the driver files that have been added (no files will need Cpu.h, PE_Types.h, IO_Map.h, or PE_Const.h. In

addition, all of the code should be removed from PE_LDD.c except for the LDD_DeviceData defintion. Also, several
standard type definitions, EnterCritical, ExitCritical, and PE_ISR definitions must be added to a common included file,
such as the part specific header file or arm_cm4.h.).

It must be noted that each application may use drivers in a different manner and different drivers may require different
definitions and other code located in other Processor Expert files. Thus, each driver integration may be slightly different, but
the general procedure will remain the same.

7 References
• KINETIS512_SC: Kinetis family example projects, available at freescale.com
• KINETIS512_SC_V2: Kinetis 100MHz Rev 2 Example Projects, available at freescale.com
• Kinetis resources are available at www.freescale.com/Kinetis
• Processor Expert resources are available at www.freescale.com/ProcessExpert or at www.freescale.com/infocenter.
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